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FNCT Staking to be Launched on April 3, 2023

~ Reward Pool Amount Set at 100 Million FNCT ~

FNCT (Financie Token) main page: https://fnct.xyz

Financie, Inc.(Head Office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; CEO: Hironao Kunimitsu; hereinafter "Financie") announces

that FNCT (Financie Token) will start offering FNCT Staking on April 3, 2023 (scheduled). In conjunction with

this, we are pleased to announce that the reward pool amount has been set at 100 million FNCT. Staking

rewards will be granted on a daily basis starting the day after the April 3, 2023 launch. FNCT will be added

to the reward pool occasionally as the Financie grows.

FNCT is designed and developed to provide further benefits to supporters who activate sports clubs and

creative communities in “FiNANCiE”, the blockchain-based token-issuing crowdfunding platform. FNCT

began sales on Coincheck IEO on February 21, 2023, exceeding its target in just one hour and recording a

final total application amount of over JPY 20 billion. It began to be handled on the Coincheck exchange on

March 16, 2023, and at one point rose to over 7.5 times the selling price of IEO. In addition, on the same

day that trading began, the "Community Token Holding" incentive program was launched to activate the

communities of sports teams and creators in "FiNANCiE".

Staking is a mechanism that allows users to receive crypto assets in exchange for contributing to the generation of

crypto assets and the stable operation of the blockchain. Financie regularly records transaction history on the

Ethereum blockchain to ensure the transparency and the value of the Community Token  issued and used on

“FiNANCiE”. Users participate in staking by selecting validators they trust and locking their FNCT, and earn rewards

when their chosen validators record their transaction history. At the launch of the service, the only validators will be

Financie, but in the future, we plan to select marketing partners as validators to help grow the FNCT token economy.

*Start date may be subject to change depending on the status of development.

https://fnct.xyz


■Details on FNCT  Staking

Staking Start Date April 3, 2023 (scheduled)

Total Amount of
Reward

5% of the reward pool will be distributed to the eligible users as a monthly
staking reward.

Reward pool amount at start: 100 million FNCT
Total amount of reward for the first month: 5 million FNCT

Validation Reward
Schedule

Daily
Initial reward date: April 4, 2023 (scheduled)

Validator Financie
*We plan to select marketing partners who will grow FNCT's token economy as
validators in the future.

Commission None
*MATIC (Polygon) or ETH (Ethereum) is required to pay for gas when moving
FNCT received as reward to your own crypto asset wallet.

■ About FNCT (Financie Token)

FNCT (Financie Token) is a crypto asset issued on the Ethereum blockchain. It serves as a platform token

that effectively connects Community Token issued and used in "FiNANCiE," a token issuance-based

crowdfunding service utilizing the blockchain provided by Financie, Inc. in order to enhance the long-term

value of Community Token.

More detailed examples of the utilization of FNCT (Financie Token) include providing rewards to users of

FiNANCiE and using it as an incentive for the continued growth of excellent communities on FiNANCiE. In

addition, FNCT (Financie Token) allows participating in governance throughout the entire ecosystem of

FiNANCiE platform. This contributes to the realization of "user-driven operation."

【Ecosystem】



【Roadmap】

For more details, please see below:

Main page : https://fnct.xyz

Whitepaper : https://fnct.xyz/whitepaper/en

【SNS】

Twitter (JP) : https://twitter.com/Fnct_Official

Twitter (EN) : https://twitter.com/Fnct_Officialen

Discord : https://discord.gg/fnct-official

LINE : https://lin.ee/8M4HSQW

■ About Financie, Inc.

Financie, Inc. is a company that provides consecutive support for the formation of token-based communities

and ecosystems, including the blockchain-based token-issuing crowdfunding service FiNANCiE, the NFT

business, and the IEO support business. Currently, we have issued, sold, planned, and operated tokens for

over 200 sports teams, entertainment projects, and individuals, and are aiming to establish the only Web3

platform in Japan that supports the formation and expansion of token ecosystems in a single integrated

manner.

FiNANCiE　https://financie.jp/

Company Name: Financie, Inc.

CEO: Hironao Kunimitsu

Incorporated in: Jan, 2019

Location: Cerulean Tower 15F 26-1 Sakuragaokacho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, 150-8512 Japan

Contact: https://www.corp.financie.jp/en/contact
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